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QUESTION 1

Mr. Mosby is developing several different custom themes for the different brands his company offers. He\\'s developed a
custom theme WAR that provides the JSPs to be shared among the different themes. He has a JSP named
brandNav.jsp and created a brandNav dynamic content spot that points to this JSP. However, for one particular theme
he needs to use a different brandNav.jsp. Which one of the following is not a valid option? 

A. Create an override in the themes metadata:key=com.ibm.portal.theme.brandNav
value="res:/CustomThemeContext/themes/html/MyTheme/custombrandNav.jsp" 

B. Modify the theme_xx.html so that the html directly points to the new JSP:  

C. Create a new Dynamic Content Spot pointing to the customBrandNav.jsp. Then modify the theme_xx.html to use this
new dynamic content spot. 

D. Include the new JSP directly in the theme_xx.html and bypass the dynamic content spot mapping:  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Emery is trying to make it so users from a specific geographic location do not have access to a specific metrics
application hosted on their IBM WebSphere Portal server. Which of the following options is provided within WebSphere
Portal that Emery can use to this purpose? 

A. Emery can use the call to ensure the portlet is hidden for thegeography to block. 

B. Emery can use Personalization Rules to hide the portlet, leveraging information in the user repository regarding the
user\\'s geographiclocation. 

C. Emery\\'s users must register as being from a specific geography and Emery can develop workflow methods
leveraging thePortalUserIdentityBean (or PUIB) object to ensure the portlet does not generate markup for the user in
this geography. 

D. None of the above. Emery is going to need to create a page and assign metadata parameters to hide the specific
portlet from users fromgeographies that are not allowed to see it. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is a false statement about limitations for a WSRP producer portlet? 

A. WSRP producer portlets cannot use PUMA SPI for accessing user information. 

B. WSRP producer portlets cannot access portlet render parameters. 

C. WSRP producer portlets cannot use IBM WebSphere Portal internals in portlets such as engine objects or engine
tags. 

D. WSRP producer portlets do not support edit_defaults_compatibility portlet mode. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following options is valid about downloadable portlets from the IBM Collaboration Solutions Catalog? 

A. Only portlets developed by IBM are hosted by the Collaboration Solutions Catalog website. 

B. Portlets available for download follow open standards. 

C. Portlets available for download are free, trial-based, or fee-based. 

D. Portlets available for download should not be used in the production environment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option best describes how JSR 286-compliant portlets and widgets interact with each other? 

A. Portlets and widgets cannot interact with each other. 

B. Widgets and portlets can interact by using shared render parameters and events. 

C. Widgets and portlets can interact by using shared render parameters. 

D. Widgets and portlets can interact by using events. 

Correct Answer: B 
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